Company Profile

Stylus Tapes International is an Australian owned and operated company. Established in 1981, it has grown to become one of the nation's largest importers, converters and suppliers of pressure sensitive adhesive tape throughout Australia and the South Pacific region. The Stylus distribution network services a broad range of markets and industries. These include packaging, industrial engineering, automotive, film and music, stationery, hardware, building, safety, aeronautical, manufacturing, mining, and many others.

The range of adhesive tapes is both diverse and of the highest quality, which ensures customer satisfaction and confidence. The company, via its extensive distribution network has established itself as a market leader by providing:

• A comprehensive range of products and well recognised brands from some of the world’s leading manufacturers.

• An experienced management team with unparalleled expertise and knowledge.

• A high level of service, facilitated by five company operated warehouses (combined capacity of 10,000 square metres) located in all mainland states.

• A strong customer focus driven by a dedicated national sales force coupled with the ability to customise product through an extensive converting and printing facility.

Stylus Tapes - the name in front of these leading brands

Vast array of tapes of the highest quality. Products that we can be proud of carrying our name.

The biggest selling range of packaging tapes in Australia. Providing unsurpassed reliability and quality for over 25 years. Simply the “Finishing Touch”.

The Professionals Choice. The standard to which others aspire. The bench mark of all gaffer tapes.

An exceptional range of masking tapes. Enjoying a commanding presence in both automotive and retail markets.

Specialised products for the building and transportation industries. Tapes that serve a wide range of technical applications.

Premium range of stationery and packaging tapes which have been providing consumer satisfaction since 1990.

A comprehensive range of foam sealing tapes. Engineered to meet specific requirements when keeping out air, water, dust, sound etc. Seldom seen – these products are all around us.

Europe’s most sophisticated manufacturer of extended liner/fingerlift double sided tapes. Spool/bobbin wound for long run continuous stationery, CD and mailer pouches.
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PACKAGING PRODUCTS

1. Packaging Tapes

Packaging applications and performance requirements can vary greatly, resulting in Stylus developing a broad range of products to suit them all.

- **Vibac PP30** Rubber Adhesive – “Australia’s favourite” for over 25 years
- **Vibac Premium** Rubber Adhesive – Heavy duty grade for more demanding applications
- **PP50** Rubber Adhesive – Super strength tape
- **PP202** Rubber Adhesive
- **PP105** Synthetic Rubber (Hotmelt) Adhesive
- **Nachi PP101** Acrylic Adhesive
- **440** PVC Bag Sealing and Colour Coding Tape – Variety of colours available
- **660** Sticky Tape – Transparent – 66m metre rolls

2. Printed Stock Message Tapes & Labels

- **SP350** Polypropylene film printed red text on white tape
- **SP455** PVC film printed black text on fluorescent orange tape
- **SP101** Polypropylene film printed black text on orange tape
- **Shipping/Handling Labels** PVC Labels – Perforated labels easy to unwind, tear and stick, no paper to peel off
- **Dangerous Goods Labels** PVC Labels – Perforated labels easy to unwind, tear and stick, no paper to peel off

Refer to website for all messages and colours

3. Printed Personalised Message Tapes & Labels (multiple colours and sizes can be printed)

Stylus prints logos and/or specific messages on a variety of tapes and labels in sizes to suit every job.

- **CP350** Polypropylene film – Premium grade suitable for coolroom/ freeze use
- **CP300** Polypropylene film – General purpose grade
- **CP250** Polypropylene film – Economy grade
- **CP440** PVC film – Silent unwind
- **CP460** VBC film – Eco-friendly grade – Satin finish/write on tape
- **CP500** PVC Labels – Perforated labels easy to unwind, tear and stick, no paper to peel off
4. Filament & Strapping Tapes

185 High Strength Tensilised Strapping/Bundling Tape – Black and Clear
801 One Way Filament General Purpose
802 Two Way (Crossweave) Filament High Strength/Anti-Burst

5. Self Adhesive Envelopes

ADM51-IE 140mm x 115mm “Invoice Enclosed”
F6 150mm x 115mm “Invoice Enclosed”
F2-NP 150mm x 115mm Plain lope, no print
ST-7020 150mm x 115mm “Invoiced Enclosed”
ST-7021 150mm x 115mm Plain lope, no print
ST-7022 165mm x 115mm Redback “Invoice Enclosed”
ST-7023 165mm x 115mm Redback plain lope, no print
ST-7024 175mm x 125mm Redback “Invoice Enclosed”
ST-7027 235mm x 175mm Redback plain lope, no print

6. Dispensers

B2/N Stationary Desk - Up to 25mm
B3 Packing Bench - Up to 50mm
D2-38 Metal Tear Drop - Fits 38mm
D2-50 Metal Tear Drop - Fits 50mm
E7-R Metal Bag Sealer - Up to 12mm
H11 Pistol Grip - Up to 50mm
H15 Low Noise Pistol Grip - Up to 50mm
H1-S Safety Pistol Grip - Up to 50mm
H100 Pistol Grip - Up to 100mm
ATG-50 Transfer Gun - Extended Nose
HT-21 Transfer Gun
ST-75 Label Tape Bench - Up to 75mm
ST-150 Label Tape Bench - Up to 150mm

Please contact your Distributor or Stylus Representative for further details
7. Nashua Gaffer Tapes

357  The industry standard and “Professionals Choice”
      Original and the best for over 25 years

      Colours available: Black, Drab Olive (dark green), Silver and White

510  Outdoor Matte Black Gaffer
      Weather/UV resistant

8. Specialised Gaffer Tapes

511  Premium Neon/Fluoro Gaffer
      Four colours to choose from: Green, Orange, Pink and Yellow

720  Double sided gaffer tape for short term use in exhibition halls to
      adhere carpets – Removes cleanly (short term)

210  Hazard Stripe – Yellow and Black
      For identifying temporary hazards – 48mm only

9. Cloth Tapes

352  Premium Book Binding Grade – Nine colours to choose from
      Available in various widths

370  General Purpose – Eight colours to choose from
      Available in various widths

398  Nashua Industrial Grade – Seven colours to choose from - 48mm only

360  General Purpose – Display Pack – Small 4.5m rolls - 48mm only
      Suitable for everyday use

361  General Purpose – Bulk Pack – Small 4.5m rolls - 48mm only
      Suitable for everyday use

399  General Purpose – Seven colours to choose from
      Retail packed – Suitable for everyday use
10. Masking Tapes

805  1 Day - General Purpose - Suitable for common everyday masking applications
833  3 Day - Heavy Duty Grade - High adhesion tape for hard to stick to surfaces
821  5 Day - Contractors Grade - Removes cleanly up to five days indoors
835  14 Day - Outdoor Grade - UV resistant, removes cleanly up to 14 days outdoors
842  30 Day - Delicate Surface Grade - Removes cleanly up to 30 days indoors
850  60 Day - Sharp line Grade - Removes cleanly up to 60 days indoors

Bulk/Trade Pack
8801  General Purpose - Suitable for common everyday masking applications
813  813 Heavy Duty Grade - High adhesion tape for those hard to stick to surfaces
8811  Automotive Grade - OEM and aftermarket oven bake masking
848  848 Supreme High Temperature Grade - Suitable for fibreglassing applications
MSK-180  High Temperature Polyester film - Suitable for powder coat masking and silicone splicing applications
SP743  Photographic Matte Black - Pinhole free

11. Pre-Taped Masking Films

A retail packaged range of pre-assembled automotive grade masking tape and film.
Film comes with static cling and is corona treated to prevent paint flaking.

TM550  550mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
TM1200  1200mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
TM1800  1800mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
TM2700  2700mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack

Outdoor Grade
TM1100  1100mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack

12. Paper Tapes

250  Rope Stock
     Extreme high tack for demanding applications
260  Silicone Kraft
     Carpet layer tape and as “bond breaker tape”
270  Flat back
     Picture framers tape
     Acid free (pH neutral adhesive)
13. Masking Tapes & Films

179  Blue PVC Fineline – High temperature oven grade
835  14 Day Wetsanding Grade
      UV stable adhesive suitable for outdoor applications
848  Supreme High Temperature Grade – Suitable for bake ovens
8811 Automotive Grade – Suitable for bake ovens
TM550 Premium Grade film with Auto mask
      550mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
TM1200 Premium Grade film with Auto mask
      1200mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
TM1800 Premium Grade film with Auto mask
      1800mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
TM2700 Premium Grade film with Auto mask
      2700mm drop sheet – Dispenser and refill pack
AS-487 Autosheet masking film opens out to 4.8m wide
      Oven grade and corona treated to prevent paint flaking

14. Specialty Tapes

860-10 Trimestik
      Used for pulling back rubber window trims before painting
4010 Seamseal
      Applied by hand like putty, requires no priming
5589 Bodymoid – Black – 0.80mm thick
      General purpose polyethylene foam
5608 Bodymoid – Black – 0.80mm thick
      Performance grade high bond foamed acrylic
5611 Bodymoid – Black – 1.10mm thick
      Performance grade high bond foamed acrylic
5311 Bodymoid – Translucent – 1.14mm thick
      Premium grade very high bond acrylic
5711 Bodymoid – White – 1.00mm thick
      Premium grade high bond foamed acrylic

15. Disposable Gloves

Latex  Cream – AQL 1.5 Rating
Nitrile Blue – AQL 1.5 Rating
### 16. Duct Tapes

- **550/13** Sealing and Joining Tape  
  Silver and Black – 48mm
- **575/13** Sealing and Joining Tape  
  Silver – 72mm
- **4430** Sealing and Joining Tape  
  Silver – 48mm
- **550/14** Premium quality  
  Silver – 48mm
- **550/16** Heavy Duty  
  Silver – 48mm

### 17. Foil Tapes

- **902** Plain Aluminum Foil  
  Vapor seal/moisture barrier tape
- **973** Reinforced Aluminum Foil (Approval: AS/NZS 1530.3-1999)  
  Lagging tape – High strength foil that can be torn by hand  
  Can be custom cut to various widths

### 18. Foam Flange Tapes

- **3829** Grey Polyethylene Linerless Foam  
  5mm thick
- **9105** Grey Polyethylene Foam  
  5mm thick
- **3207/6.4** Grey PVC Foam  
  6.4mm thick
- **3824** White Polyethylene Linerless Foam  
  5mm thick

Please contact your [Distributor](#) or [Stylus Representative](#) for further details.
19. Adhesive Transfer Tapes

T001 General Purpose Grade – Recommended dispenser ATG-50
T002 High Tack Grade – Recommended dispenser ATG-50
T003 Removable Grade – Recommended dispenser HT-21
9140 Premium Grade hand applied
9150 High Tack hand applied

20. Double Sided Tapes

720 High Tack Premium Grade Cloth
Coated with natural rubber adhesive
730 Permanent bonding tissue
Coated with natural rubber adhesive
740 Permanent bonding tissue
Coated with acrylic adhesive acid free (pH neutral)
745 Permanent bonding tissue
Coated with acrylic adhesive
765 Permanent bonding clear polyester film
Coated with high tack acrylic adhesive
770 Permanent bonding PVC film
Coated with high tack acrylic adhesive
4181 Resealable translucent polyester film
Coated with permanent adhesive one side and removable the other

21. Extender Liner/Fingerlift Tapes

DST/F Permanent bonding tissue on printed paper liner
Suitable for paper and cardboard
1431/F Permanent bonding adhesive transfer on printed paper liner
Suitable for paper
1811/F Permanent bonding adhesive transfer on printed paper liner
Suitable for paper and PE film
4181/F Resealable film on printed paper liner
Coated with permanent one side and removable the other
4123/F Permanent bonding OPP film on heat cuttable plastic liner
Suitable for LDPE and HDPE films
BST/F Resealable clear OPP film on heat cuttable plastic liner
Suitable for LDPE plastic films
22. Plate/Stereo Mount Tapes

- 781/10: Removable transparent PVC film – 4 thou
- 781/20: Removable transparent PVC film – 8 thou
- 781/30: Removable transparent PVC film – 12 thou

23. Double Sided Foam Tapes

Selecting the correct product is crucial to success, from colonial bars, mirror mounting or commercial glazing suites, there is a Stylus double sided foam tape for every application.

- 2010: Polyethylene - White
  General purpose grade for indoor mounting applications
  1.00mm thick

- 2132: Polyethylene - White
  Profile mounting - High shear strength for indoor uses
  0.80mm thick

- 2116: Polyethylene - White
  Mirror mounting - High shear strength for indoor uses
  1.52mm thick

- 2108: Polyethylene - White
  Mirror mounting - High shear strength for indoor uses
  3.20mm thick

- 5139: PVC - Black
  Spacer Glazing Tape – For permanent seal
  (various thicknesses)

- 5200: Polyurethane - Black
  Structural Glazing Tape – For permanent seal
  (various thicknesses)

- 5589: Polyethylene - Black
  General purpose grade for outdoor mounting applications
  0.80mm thick

- 4030: Polyethylene - White
  Retail packed – Short roll version of 2010
  1.00mm thick

Please contact your Distributor or Stylus Representative for further details.
VERY HIGH BOND (double sided)

24. Foamed Acrylics (various thicknesses and widths available)

This section bridges the gap between general purpose double sided foams and high performance solid acrylic in the section below.

Commonly used in construction, sheet metal fabrication and train; truck and bus manufacture to replace or reduce the use of mechanical fasteners.

If you have never seen what it can do ask for a demonstration.

5600  Black
       High tack, suitable for outdoor applications

5700  White
       Cold temperature (can be applied at 0°C), suitable for outdoor applications

4040  Grey
       Retail packed – Short roll version of 5600 – 1.00mm thick

25. Solid Acrylics (various thicknesses and widths available)

This section represents the pinnacle of double sided tapes, commonly used in construction, sheet metal fabrication and train, truck and bus manufacture to replace or reduce the use of mechanical fasteners.

If you have never seen what it can do ask for a demonstration.

5300  Translucent
       High performance for the most demanding situation
       Suitable for outdoor applications

5400  Crystal Clear
       High performance ideal for glass and acrylic
       Suitable for outdoor applications

4050  Crystal Clear
       Retail packed - Short roll version of 5400 – 1.00mm thick

26. Application Aids

No two surfaces are the same. Most require cleaning with IPA prior to tape application. Some also need to be primed with AP-1 as their surface energy value is too low to be able to achieve a functional bond between surface and adhesive.

See “Surface Preparation” tab on website for more detailed information.

AP-1  Adhesion Promoter/Primer
       Improves adhesive bond to low surface energy substrates

IPA  Isopropyl Alcohol Surface Cleaning Solution
       Refer to surface preparation tips on website
27. Single Sided Range (various thicknesses & widths available)

Foam sealing applications and performance requirements are many and varied, most of our foams come in six thicknesses and up to 1200mm wide. Show us the application and we will have the foam to seal the deal.

Ideal for creating long term waterproof seals, vibration dampening uses.

3024  PVC – White Med Density  
For excluding draughts or protecting greenhouse films

3207  PVC – Grey Soft Density  
Low density foam easily conforms to irregular surfaces

3209  PVC – Black Soft Density  
Low density foam easily conforms to irregular surfaces

3257  PVC – Grey Medium Density  
Slightly firmer version for narrow width applications

3259  PVC – Black Medium Density  
Slightly firmer version for narrow width applications

3507  PVC – Grey Hard Density  
Heavy duty foam suitable for many demanding applications

3509  PVC – Black Hard Density  
Heavy duty foam suitable for many demanding applications

3824  Polyethylene – White (Linerless)  
Anti noise “purlin/roofing tape”

3829  Polyethylene – Grey Medium Density (Linerless)  
Multi use general purpose foam

6100  Neoprene – Black Medium Density  
High performance rubber for creating weather seals

7100  Polyurethane Open Cell – Grey Soft Density  
For creating dust and insect barriers

8100  PVC/Nitrile – Black Medium Density  
Economy grade for creating weather seals

9100  Polyethylene – Grey Medium Density  
Multi use general purpose foam

28. Die Cuts

Stylus offers a wide variety of tapes that can be custom cut to any shape or profile for use as a gasket or pad to aid in the assembly or marketing of your product. Die cuts can be supplied in various forms from loose pieces to kiss cut on the roll.

Please contact your representative for further information on these convenient options.

Please contact your Distributor or Stylus Representative for further details
REFLECTIVE RANGE

29. Class 1 - Premium

Provides close to three times more reflectivity and more angularity than Class 2. These features make it suitable for use on road works signs, heavy vehicle markers, mining vehicles and road signs in disadvantaged locations or black spot areas. Conforms to AS/NZS 1906.1:2007.

2900  Polyester – High intensity prismatic
         Solid colours
         For identifying hazards

2902  Polyester – High intensity prismatic
         Hazard stripe colours
         50mm diagonal chevron

2903LH  Polyester – High intensity prismatic
          Hazard stripe colours
          75mm left hand diagonal chevron

2903RH  Polyester – High intensity prismatic
          Hazard stripe colours
          75mm right hand diagonal chevron

30. Class 2 - Engineering

Glass bead technology, this product is suited for use on rear marker plates on vehicles (ADR 45 level), service signs, parking signs, guide signs and route markers. Conforms to AS/NZS 1906.1:2007

2800  Polyester – High visibility grade
         Solid colours
         For identifying hazards

2802  Polyester – High visibility grade
         Hazard stripe colours
         50mm diagonal chevron

2803LH  Polyester – High visibility grade
          Hazard stripe colours
          75mm left hand diagonal chevron

2803RH  Polyester – High visibility grade
          Hazard stripe colours
          75mm right hand diagonal chevron

2805  Polyester – High visibility conspicuity grade
         Hazard colours
         150mm rectangular chevron

Application Tips

Surface preparation forms an integral part in the successful and long term performance of Class 1 and Class 2 Reflective. Please refer to section 26 on page 11 relating to application aids and see the website for more detailed information.
31. Disposable Gloves (various sizes available)

Vinyl
- Clear
- AQL 1.5 Rating
- Economy grade for hospitality and janitorial

Vinyl
- Blue
- AQL 1.5 Rating
- Economy grade for hospitality/janitorial/food service industry

Latex
- Cream
- AQL 1.5 Rating
- Examination grade offering increased feel (fits like a second skin)

Nitrile
- Blue
- AQL 1.5 Rating
- Industrial grade super tough/nick resistant glove

32. Safety Tapes

210
- Cloth Hazard Stripe Yellow/Black
- Removable tape for use in short term/temporary applications
- Can be torn by hand

471
- PVC Indoor Floor Marking
- Solid colours
- Marking out sports courts/warehouses

471
- PVC Indoor Safety/Warning Tape
- Various hazard stripe colours
- For identifying hazards and emergency zones

2660
- Available in solid and diagonal hazard stripe colours
- Greatly reduces chances of slipping in high risk areas

2660
- Various styles ideal for stair treads warehousing entry/exit areas
- Individually bagged and pre-cut to 605mm x 115mm

2770
- Barricade Tape (non adhesive) – Red/White and Yellow/Black
- For identifying temporary hazardous/restricted zones

2825
- Glowbrite
- Glow in the dark tape
- Used to illuminate paths, exit doors, stairs, hand rails and location markers

Application Tips

Surface preparation forms an integral part in the successful and long term performance of these products. Please refer to section 26 on page 11 relating to application aids and see the website for more detailed information.
33. Stationery Tapes

620  Crystal Clear
     Large 66m rolls
     Consumer satisfaction since 1990

630  Crystal Clear
     Small 33m rolls
     Consumer satisfaction since 1990

Ice  Invisible
     33m and 66m rolls available
     Invisible when photocopied

34. Packaging Tapes & Dispensers

505  1 roll pack – General purpose grade suitable for common everyday applications

506  Twin roll pack – General purpose grade suitable for common everyday applications

101R 6 roll pack – General purpose grade suitable for common everyday applications

PP30R 1 roll pack – Premium grade Vibac for more demanding everyday applications

PP30R 6 roll pack – Premium grade Vibac for more demanding everyday applications

H11  Pistol Grip - Up to 50mm

H15  Low Noise Pistol Grip - Up to 50mm

H1-S  Safety Pistol Grip - Up to 50mm

35. Double sided Tapes

722  Polypropylene – White
     Suitable for common light weight indoor mounting applications

4030  PE Foam – White – Mirror mounting
       High shear strength for indoor uses - 1.00mm thick

4040  Foamed Acrylic – Grey – Permanent mounting
       High bond/high tack foamed acrylic for outdoor uses - 1.00mm thick

4050  Solid Acrylic – Crystal Clear – Permanent mounting
       High bond/high tack tape acrylic for outdoor uses - 1.00mm thick

5589  Polyethylene – Black
       General purpose grade for outdoor mounting applications - 0.80mm thick

36. Disposable Gloves

Vinyl  Clear – AQL 1.5 Rating
       Economy grade for hospitality and janitorial

Vinyl  Blue – AQL 1.5 Rating
       Economy grade for hospitality/janitorial/food service industry

Latex  Cream – AQL 1.5 Rating
       Examination grade offering increased feel (fits like a second skin)

Nitrile Blue – AQL 1.5 Rating
       Industrial grade super tough/nick resistant glove
37. Masking Tapes

179 Blue PVC Fineline – Suitable for airbrushing and jobs that require tape to be applied around bends or curves

805 1 Day - General Purpose – Suitable for common everyday masking applications

833 3 Day - Heavy Duty Grade – High adhesion tape for those hard to stick to surfaces

821 5 Day - Contractors Grade – Removes cleanly up to 5 days indoors

835 14 Day - Outdoor Grade – UV stable, removes cleanly up to 14 days outside

842 30 Day - Delicate Surface Grade – Removes cleanly up to 30 days indoors

850 60 Day - Sharpline Grade – Removes cleanly up to 60 days indoors

38. Electrical & Duct Tapes

500 Electrical Insulation Tape – Display Pack – Suitable for everyday use

520 Electrical Insulation Tape – Bulk Pack – Suitable for everyday use

550/11 Utility Sealing and Joining Builders Tape – Silver only

550/13 Sealing and Joining Tape – Silver and Black

575/13 Sealing and Joining Tape – Silver only

4430 Sealing and Joining Tape – Silver only

550/14 Premium quality – Silver only

550/16 Heavy Duty – Silver only

39. Cloth Tapes

210 Hazard Stripe – Yellow and Black – Used to identify temporary hazards

357 Gaffer – “The Professionals Choice” – Original and the best for over 20 years

360 General Purpose – Display Pack – Small 4.5m rolls – Suitable for everyday use

361 General Purpose – Bulk Pack – Small 4.5m rolls – Suitable for everyday use

399 General Purpose – Seven colours to choose from – Suitable for everyday use

40. Special Application Tapes

386 Self Fusing Silicone Tape
Black and Clear
Temporary repair/rescue tape

2661 Anti-Slip
Various colours
Greatly reduces chances of slipping in high risk areas

Please contact your Distributor or Stylus Representative for further details
HOOK & LOOP RANGE

41. Cable Ties (re-closable up to 5,000 times)

3417  Self gripping and re-usable
       Heavy duty grade offering superior/adjustable closure over a long life cycle
       Suitable for internal and external uses
       Ideal for wrapping around cords/leads/network cables etc
       Available in a variety of sizes and colours

42. Cable Wrap (re-closable up to 5,000 times)

3419  Self gripping and re-usable
       Heavy duty grade offering superior/adjustable closure over a long life cycle
       Suitable for internal and external uses
       Can be mechanically fixed by: riveting, screwing or stapling
       Available in a variety of sizes and colours

3420  As above but in continuous roll form allowing you to cut to your desired length
       Available in a variety of sizes and colours

43. Self Adhesive Hook & Loop Rolls

Suitable for sticking to a variety of surfaces
Easy to use and apply – simply press and stick
Can be cut to any desired length
Available in a variety of sizes and colours

3421  Hook in continuous roll form. Will anchor itself to various kinds of
       loop materials from fabrics to carpet etc

3422  Loop in continuous roll form
44. Surface Protection Tapes

Commonly used for protecting surfaces from damage during the building and/or assembly process. Available in a wide variety of widths up to 1250mm.

- 2923 Polyethylene Film – Black
  Suitable for outdoor applications – Removes cleanly
- 8511 PVC Film – Blue
  Suitable for indoor applications – Removes cleanly
- 8518 PVC Film – Black
  Suitable for outdoor applications – Removes cleanly

45. Special Application Range

For all those out of the ordinary applications we have developed an extremely diverse range of highly specialised tapes that offer solutions or protection from a host of problems experienced across many industries and applications.

- 1510 UHMW – Translucent
  Slick surface guide tape
- 1615 PTFE – Brown Glass Cloth
  Heat bar/seam sealer tape
- 2420 Napped Silicone “Pimple Tape”
- 2501 Self Amalgamating PIB
  For data and low voltage cable joining, insulation and waterproofing
- 2517 Self Amalgamating EPR
  For high voltage cable joining, insulation and waterproofing
- 2907 Polyethylene – Black
  Electrolysis barrier/isolation tape
- 2933 Polyethylene – Clear
  Outdoor repair/green house tape
- 8300 Polyurethane – Clear
  UV stable surface protection tape
  For leading edges, racing industry and sports equipment
- 9100FR Polyurethane – Clear
  Moisture barrier with flame retardant properties and high puncture resistance
- DW204-3 PTFE – Brown Skived Film
  Extremely high temperature masking tape
- MSK-180 Polyester film - Green
  Suitable for high temperature masking and silicone splicing

Disclaimer

All the information contained in this catalogue is given in good faith for guidance only and not specification purposes. All data is based upon average values, the Purchaser shall be responsible for determining the suitability of the product for their purposes.

Please contact your Distributor or Stylus Representative for further details
Australian owned, local efficient deliveries from
warehouses in all mainland states coupled
with experienced staff and sales force

Sydney Head Office & Factory
111-121 Warren Road
Smithfield NSW 2164
PO Box 7124
Wetherill Park NSW 2164
P 02 9632 9400 F 02 9632 9433
E sales@stylustapes.com.au

Perth
P 08 9303 4160 F 08 9303 4260
E wa@stylustapes.com.au

Melbourne
P 03 9583 2400 F 03 9583 0922
E vic@stylustapes.com.au

Darwin
P 08 8241 5239 F 08 8241 5268
E sa@stylustapes.com.au

Brisbane
P 07 3276 7011 F 07 3276 7455
E qld@stylustapes.com.au

Tasmania
P 03 9583 2400 F 03 9583 0922
E vic@stylustapes.com.au

Adelaide
P 08 8241 5239 F 08 8241 5268
E sa@stylustapes.com.au

Export
P 02 9632 9400 F 02 9632 9433
E sales@stylustapes.com.au

www.stylustapes.com.au